
FACTS AND FIGURES

2018

Replaced all smoke detectors with Nest Protect 

Security cameras at front and back doors

2017

Nest thermostats on every floor (independent heating on each level)

Hue bulbs in living room and all outside lights (color lights in living room and front of house)

Added shed out back

2016

Ceiling fans in dining space and master bedroom

2015

August smart lock

Hookup for gas grill on roof

Washer and dryer

We love all of our wonderful outdoor spaces. We love the quiet backyard for our dog to run around in, the 

roof has been an amazing place to grill up a meal and entertain our friends with an outdoor summer movie 

night, and having a deck accessible from the living room has been a great place to relax and unwind after a 

long day at work. 

We love our up and coming Beacon Hill neighborhood. Having the Red Apple grocery store across the street 

from the train station is so convenient for gathering dinner ingredients on the way home. We have great local 

coffee and pastry shops including Victrola, Fresh Flours, and The Station. The neighborhood has some 

amazing options for food including Bar Del Corso, Perihelion Brewery, Breezy Town Pizza, and the newest 

addition to the neighborhood: Homer. Along with all of these great options for coffee and dining, we also love 

that we have easy access to multiple parks including Jimi Hendrix Park, Daejeon Park, Jefferson Park, and 

Jefferson Golf Course.

We love our spacious layout, and the amount of light from our numerous windows on every floor. Our home 

always feels large and vibrant even on the cloudiest of days. The tall ceilings and natural light make for a 

wonderful combination that leaves us feeling like we are a part of nature while reading a book on the couch on 

a lazy Sunday afternoon.

We love how quiet our home is. While we're close to everything, the neighborhood is very quiet. It's a great 

place to take a walk, or to just sit outside and enjoy a nice day without the all of the typical city sounds. Traffic 

is minimal, and since we're tucked away from major streets, it's very peaceful.

We, and our visitors love our guest room. When our friends and family come to visit, they get to feel like 

they're staying in their own private get away. With access to the backyard, an ensuite bathroom with a tub, and 

an entire floor to themselves; our guests always enjoy the privacy and comfort the guest room provides. 

Likewise we love that our guests can be so close, but we can retreat to our bedroom and not even know they're 

there.

We love that our home provides us with two parking spaces. Living as close to the city as we do, finding an 

urban neighborhood with parking is generally a challenge. We love that our home has a parking spot for the 

both of us, including a heated garage, which also provides ample extra storage.
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